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NO WAGNERIAN VERDICT
Trustee Decision

Council Discusses

Remains Unknown

Tags, Senior Dance
By SKOOK BAILEY
Discussing sundry items the
Student Council met last Monday
from 8:15 p.m., until 9:30 p.m., in
the Alumni House. Chief topics
were: the senior dance, Hamilton Holt Memorial Fund, the
Fiesta, Student Council Keys, and
various complaints.
The two man traffic committee, of Peter Sturtevant and Dick
Sydnor, is seeking a better method
•of tagging cars, since it is impossible for two students to check
.all violators.
Don Corrigan asked if each social group was to give a dance,
and asked to be recorded to the
effect that those groups that do
not give dances should not attend
dances of other social groups.
President Cushing asked that
each social group give three dollars, payable to the Student Council, mailed to Don Brinegar, to
pay for the Floral Blanket of yellow roses given by the Rollins
Family to Dr. Holt. The Council
is giving $60 from the Council
funds in addition to what the
groups give.
The senior dance is set for Sat•urday, May 25th. Dale Travis and
Bob Tiller, of the Council Social
Committee, are chairmen.
Suggestions for a Holt Memorial were given to the Council.
President Cushing appointed Mary
Ann Hobart, Mary Bailey, and
Sally Stewart from a large group
of volunteers, to serve on the
Hamilton Holt Memorial Fund arrangements. Any further suggestions should be directed to members of the committee. Next week
all suggestions will be considered
and voted upon.
Dick Vreeland moved that a
$400 ceiling be placed on the Fiesta Scholarships, b u t
lesser
amounts, in hundreds, be allowed
and any surplus be given to next
year's Fiesta Funds. Mary Bailey
was asked to find an available
date in January for the 1952
Fiesta. Leslie Boyd moved t h a t
the Fiesta Chairman should get
a commission or specific salary.
A suggestion was made that the
Fiesta Chairman get a scholarship,
or that the Chairman be elected by
the Student Body. The motion
failed.
The Council voted that Council
representatives and alternates who
attended at least 18 meetings are
eligible for a Council Key, but
they will be required to buy their
own koy.
A motion tabled for one week,
was that the Student Council purchase copies of the Roberts Rules
of Order for every group representative to be handed to each
group representative.
Suggestions were made to clean
the water fountain in Lyman Hall
and the restrooms in Orlando
(Continued on page 3)
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4:30 P.m.—Uyer recital.
8:15 p.m.—Laura, Fred Slone
\
Theatre.
Presents Ballet
,<Ari ItnAY, MAY .-.
8:15 p.m.—Laura, Fied Stone
The Order of Libra will bring
Theatre.
8:15 p.m.—Libra P.Mllet, Anto tho Annie Ruessell Theatre
nie Russell Theatre.
stage five complete ballets, varia- SI V DAV, MAY «
9:45 a.m.—Chapel Servioe.
tions, pas de deux, and solo num8:15 p.m. — Natalie
Miller,
Mack Isreal recital, Winbers in their presentation of Bal- j
ter Park Woman's Club.
\VIi;i>\ESUAY, M.AY »
let Petit, Saturday, at 8:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.—One Ham's Family,
Annie Russell Theatie.
Ballet Petit is a company of 30
THI ItSDAY. MAY 10
of
Central
Florida's
aspiring
4:30 p.m.—Mr. Thomas Lawton, job con.sultation at
young performers. Choreography
the Alumni House.
8:15 p.m.—One Ham's Family,
for the group is the original work
Annie Ruessell Theatre.
of Edith Royal and Doris Dux7:00 p.m.—International Relations Club. Alumni House.
bury.
KHIDAY, MAY 11
4:30 p.m.—5:45 p.m.—Mr. LawBallet numbers are. Unfinished
;.—One Ha
Symphony,
Shubert;
Pavanne,
Fai
ell Theatr
Gould;
Grand
Canyon,
Grafe;
Language of the Flowers, Tchaikoswsky; Willow Plate,
Little Flowers Sent Holt
Swans, Candy Fairie, and Swan
Lake.
Rites By Students
.Jeannine Homer will play a group
The Student Council held a speof preludes before the program.
cial meeting at the Alumni House
Proceeds from the performance
last Friday, to decide what the
will go to the Libra Scholarship
college would send to Dr. Holt's
Fund.
Tickets for the performance are funeral.
It was voted to send a blanket
on sale at the Royal School of
Dance and at the Annie Russell of yellow roses for the casket.
Sixty
dollars was set aside by the
Theatre Admission for children is
Council and each group on cam45c and for adults 90c.

Order O f Libra

For the second time in as many
weeks, the Board of Trustees yesterday announced that any decision
on the question of whether Dr.
Wagner will remain as president
of Rollins was postponed.
This latest postponement, according to the Board of Trustees
is "indefinite".
Meanwhile,
students,
faculty
members, parents, alumni and all
parties interested in the outcome
of the "Wagnerian situation" here,
were sitting on their thumbs. An
air of expectancy loomed over the
campus Monday after the trustees
had announced at their meeting in
New York last Friday that the
pronouncement would be made at
noon Monday.
Students and faculty members
alike sat around the Student Center waiting for the announcement.
Most persons wei-e shocked, and
mad when they were told they
would once again have to wait for
any definite word—this time until
Thursday.
The college was filled with excitement yesterday as everyone,
pro and con, waited for the postponed announcement. It was with
bitterness that many students and
faculty members swallowed the
word of "another postponement."
This latter delay has caused a
cloud of insecurity, unrest and
most certainly bitterness on the
campus.
The students and faculty have
no idea what the Board of Trustees
are "cooking up" at this writing.
Many persons, on loth sides of the
situation felt that it would be advantageous if the board would
make some statement of policy in
the matter.
Tuesday, Dr. Louis Orr, of Orlando, member of the Executive
Council of the Board of Trustees
Phi M u , Delta Chi
made a statement in the Orlando
Sentinel-Star asserting that he
W i n Singing Fest
would stick by Dr. Wagner until
Pi Mu and Pelta Chi were pre- the last gun was fired.
sented the winners' cup at the
He said that he could not unIndependent Sing and Dance in derstand why the other board memthe Center Sunday.
bers were deserting Dr. Wagner,
Arden Roth conducted the Phi when the entire situation, as it
Mu's in their numbers and the stands, stemmed from their orders
Delta Chi's were under the direc- to him to cut the faculty.
tion of Bob Peck.
Dr. Wagner, who left Winter
This is the fourth consecutive
Park late last week to attend th^e
year Phi Mu has won the canipus
funeral of Dr. Hamilton Holt, was
sing.
listed among- the missing for one
While the judges were making Jay. Reports had it, earlier this
their decision, Shirley Christensen, week, that he was to arrive in
with the Independent
\\'omen, Winter Park late Monday. He did
sang "Go 'Way From My Win- not arrive until Tuesday.
dow."
Many students and faculty memBefore announcing the winners,
Harvey L. Woodruff, of the mu- bers are now asking when, and if,
any
definite word comes from tne
sic conservatory, conducted the
four women's groups and the two board, just what will that word be.
The board's disregard for the
men's groups in the prize songs.
Following the sing there was a human element involved—the students
and teachers—is very predance. Refreshments were served.
dominant. The feeling of ill will
pus contributed $3.
grows by leaps and bounds as one
Ordinarily, the blanket is given incident overlaps and is laid on
top
of another. No one knows
by the family of the deceased, but
in this case. Dr. Holt's relatives anything more than they did weeks
gave permission to the Rollins ago, and the school year is quietly,
but quickly, drawing- to a close.
Family to send it.
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SYRACUSE DAILY

Parent Pays Tribute

Keeping One's Head

FRIDAY, MAY 4,
PROF'S CORNER

Published
Weekly
By tlie Students of Rollins
Entered as second class matter, Novem"I am sorry indeed to hear of the death
ber 14, 1925, at the post office at Winter
I came to Rollins primarily because
Editorial from SYRACUSE DAILY
Park, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in of Dr. Hamilton Holt. Our country h a s ORANGE (Published by t h e students of had learned that one could enjoy freed
the United States $1.50 a term (10 weeks), lost a great Amei-ican and Rollins has
of
expression and inquiry under the le!^"™
Syracuse University)
$2.50 (or two terms, or $3.50 for the full colship of Dr. Holt. All through niy ,ntT
lege year.
lost a g r e a t friend. I can well understand
Friday, April 20, 1951
lectual life I have believed strongly in *t
why he should be well-known and wellPublication Office
" K E E P I N G ONE'S H E A D "
principles expressed in the Installati
Alumni House, Rollins Campus
loved by so many. He was a kindly and
Telephone 4-6621
Oath t h a t was taken by new member!
''Budgetary conditions are one thing nojust man with a v a s t amount of underSditorial Board
of the faculty a t the October Convo
ocation
Editor-in-Chief
Betsy Fletcher standing and sympathy. In essence, he body can particularly help, but internal each year. It reads
dissension in university circles is another.
Kditorinl Editor
Marshall 'Woodward
Xeivs Editor .„
Alice Egan exhibited the nobility and humility of
"Many colleges throughout the country myself to seek the truth wherever truth
Feature Editor
Jon Dun-Rankin truly great people. Had you known Dr. have been faced with the necessity of mak- is found, to follow truth wherever tr th
Sports Editor
Lois Langellier
may lead, to teach the truth and nothL
Advisor
William R. Shelton Holt better, I am sure you would have ing cuts in their personnel within the past but the t r u t h . "
"^
Reporters: Helen Demetrelis,
Janice been much impressed by his sincerity and months. Economy has been an oscillating
Dr. Holt was one of those who encourEldridge, Linda Falls, John Hayes, Saretta earnestness in this business of life it- factor, swinging to and fro as long as enHill, Diane Holland, Nancy Huff, Louis Inaged me and gave me opportunities to
gram, Janie Johannes, Gail King, Cyrene self. I doubt if there could be a better rollment has remained in the balance.
express myself on scientific matters and
Palmlsano, Bobby Spencer, Skook Bail»y.
"Down at Rollins college in Winter Park,
their implications in the field of
Feature -Writers: Pete Robinson, Jerry teacher than one who, by example, points
Florida, however, President Paul W a g n e r
world
Clark, Dallas Williams, Tom Pickens, Judy
affairs.
the way to enlightment and t h e good life. became the center of a heated controversy
Munske.
Sports Writer: Whit Simpson, Marne" I am sure that Rollins is t h e better insti- by his disclosure last month of the fact
One incident will suffice to illustrate
Norris, John De Grove.
Artists: Pete , Robinson, Fred McFalls, tution for having had the benefit of his that 30 per cent of the school's faculty will how much he t a u g h t by his example of
Larry Bentley.
tolerance.
J u s t before he left Winter
be dismissed for 'economy reasons.'
Pliotosraiiher.s: Joel Hutzler, Ad Warner, wisdom."
Stan Rudd.
"The school's board of trustees, who Park for the last tirae, when he was exThis p a r a g r a p h was extracted from a
periencing sorae difficulty in getting
Business Mana!$er
Bill Frangus letter from Mrs. Harold 0 . Woodward, should have some cognizance of their finAdvertising Commissioner
Dick Baldwin
ancial situation, have decided to go into around on his wooden leg, he was asked
who
knew
Dr.
Holt
as
a
neighbor
during
Circulation IManager
Ed Sileo
meeting on the question of dismissing t h e to address a sraall group in DeLand. BeExelinnse Editor
Dale Travis her youth in Woodstock, Connecticut. We
cause of other engagements and preparaCopy Editor
Peggy Munch t r u s t that she will not object to its being president.
tions for his trip back North, he could
"Wagner
not
only
refuses
to
resign
but
printed here.
reasonably have asked to be excused. But
Founded in 1885, RoUins College is today
says he will demand good reasons in t h e
M.
M.
W.
a co-educational institution of 650 students
not Dr. Holt. He said he would go. Mrs
event of impeachment. The release of aland 70 professors. It is located in Winter
Saute and I took him in our own car. At
Park, a town of 10,000 in Florida's lake remost one-third of a faculty in one fell
gion.
the meeting he spoke with his usual eloto enlisting t h e Students for financial aid swoop obviously demands some explanaquence for over an hour, as if there had
and all other means for which they might tion itself.
been thousands in the audience. During
DR. HOLT'S STATEMENT
"Hiding behind t h e skirts of a prevadirectly or indirectly increase revenue?
the question period which followed, a frus(11) W h a t consideration has been given lent but unhappy economic condition in- trated old man monopolized the time with
to increasing tuition and restoring t h e stead of revealing possible personal dif- pointed, unfair questions which Dr. Holt
''unit cost" plan which I found one of my ficulties is akin to exploiting emergencies answered generously. At long last, the
The Rollins Alumni Record came out most potent aids in appealing to donors or producing the shortage by hoarding the chairman gave someone else the floor and
this week with a t r a n s c r i p t of Dr. Hamil- for subscriptions and p a r e n t s to send their sugar in case of shortage."
the old man went out in a huff. Afterton Holt's much publicized statement ask- children to Rollins?
wards when he was asked how he could
ing Paul A. W a g n e r to resign as president
(12) W h a t efforts have been made to L E T T E R T O T H E E D I T O R
be so tolerant with the heckler, he ansof Rollins College.
wered simply, "Everyone has a right to
get ROTC or other military units on t h e
The statement contains t h e questions campus?
speak." Such courage and spirit on that
If Stetson and Southern have
echoed in the minds of many during t h e such units, why not Rollins?
occasion alone might serve as a beacon
crisis t h a t began with t h e firing of a
for all those who t r y to help humanity
(13) W h a t has been done to extend
third of t h e Rollins faculty in early March. adult education program by Rollins facRollins College through public service.
Because of this, Sandspur reprints a p a r t ulty with appropriate fees?
Winter Park, Fla.
It is a source of comfort to me to know
ef Holt's message, prefacing it with t h e
April 30, 1951 t h a t during t h e past two years he has
(14) One summer during my regime
tribute paid Holt by Howard Showalter,
Editor, Sandspur
known
t h a t we were planning to estabevery member of t h e Administration, Facpresident of the Rollins Alumni Associalish a memorial to his great work in inulty, and Staff took a 30 per cent retain Rollins College
tion.
ternational relations spanning over forty
of their salary. They did this willingly Winter Park, Fla.
years time. We expect to develop the In" H e died a s he lived, working for t h e to meet the financial crisis facing them. Dear Betsy:
stitute of World Government into what I
College he loved. H e would have wanted It was thoroughly understood t h a t the colPlease let me, through you, thank t h e
hope
to name t h e Hamilton Holt Instituit t h a t way. P r e x y will never die, for t h e lege might never repay them.
However, student body at Rollins for their underte of World Affairs. This is not the place
spirit of t h e m a n lives on today within this sacrificial aid gave breathing space
standing, patience, cooperation and supto go into details of that program, but -with
t h e many who knew and loved him. His to increase revenue of t h e College and in
port during the last few weeks. I am sure
the cooperation of the College and the
living memorial is t h e Rollins he created. the fall, so successful were our efforts, t h a t
my fellow committee members feel much
many
people whom Dr. Holt has inspired,
God willing, it will always reflect his in- everybody was repaid in full.
the same as I, but these thanks must be
we hope it will be done.
domitable spirit."
(15) I am told t h a t Colgate University offered a t this time because I am leaving
GEORGE SAUTE.
Howard W. Showalter, J r .
has met the present general financial situ- Rollins.
When an institution is threatened with ation by giving every member of the facI have given my resignation to t h e
a financial crisis there are two main ways ulty a term's leave of absence without pay. President of the Student Council, and have N. Y. TRIBUNE
to surmount it: by increasing revenue or Colgate like Rollins has three terms a year. explained to him t h a t I am leaving for the
by decreasing expenditures.
Increasing- Thus, everybody a t Colgate is taking a happiest of personal reasons. In spite of
revenues means going forward. I t means reduction of a third of their pay, whereas that, however, I have discovered t h a t it is
courage, faith, enthusiasm, cooperation and the present Rollins proposal requires a impossible to leave Rollins without g r e a t
hard work by creative measures. De- third of the faculty to take a completed reluctance. This is a good reaction, and (Editorial—New York Herald Tribunecreasing expenditures means going back- cancellation of p a y plus dismissal. Which I am grateful for it, since it is caused by
April 28, 1951)
ward ky r e t r e a t and curtailment. I t means would our Faculty p r e f e r ?
seven very full and happy months, and
Socrates, it can be guessed, would have
criticism, recrimination, and distrust. I t
In regard to the methods, manners and proof t h a t I will always hold it very close thoroughly approved the innovations in
means fear and little work for managehigher education which Hamilton Holt esmorals of the way in which the dismissals snd dear.
m e n t except formulating decrees.
What
were made, all I wish to say is t h a t t h e
I want to thank you and my fellow stu- tablished a t Rollins College and continued
have t h e trustees considered or done in
things t h a t make a college g r e a t a r e the dents, and my professors, for t h e friend- under trees a t Winter Park, Florida, for
r e g a r d to increasing revenues before facquality of those who teach and of those ships which were made, and will hope twenty-four years of his presidency. Working t h e "last r e s o r t " of r e t r e a t ?
There
who are t a u g h t . All else, however im- t h a t all of them can be maintained in ing to "humanize education" by developing
a r e many alternatives which they m i g h t
portant, is secondary.
closer ties between student and instrucfuture years.
and should have considered, before distor. Dr. Holt criticized standard methods
The Rollins crisis demands immediate
missing one-third of t h e Faculty.
These
Sincerely yours,
of
lecture and examination. Heading Edsolution.
might have avoided the crisis.
Dave Estes
lins as a layman educator, he declared that
(1) When did the Trustees realize a crisis
"No institution can educate anybody." 1
CROSSFIRE
w a s impending ?
can "aid, clarify, elucidate, stimulate and
point t h e way, but the path must be tro
(2) W h a t money has been raised by t h e
by t h e individual."
, ,
President, Trustees or members of the adDr. Holt brought individualistic ideai^
ministratioi^ .during t h e President's inand action to every phase of his long a"
cumbency ?
active life. It was typical of him that ^
(4) W h a t surplus or deficit is anticipated
edited—and finally owned and «'J'*^''''
a t the end of t h e fiscal y e a r ?
weekly called "The Independent,"^ m J'^a ^
(5) W h a t specific approaches have been
(1897 to 1921) when the magazine ha ^^^
made to tho hundred (more or less) founplace of distinguished leadership in Ame
dations ?
can likerth thought. His efforts for a fl^^^
(6) W h a t program if any has been conless world began early and continued ^^
sidered or formulated for gifts by t h e
discouraged through two world "*^*''^'.^^^s
Alumni ?
was recognized as one of the Amer ^^
(7) W h a t prograni if any has been conforemost in organizing and supporting^^^^_
sidered or formulated to appeal to the
League of Nations, and he labored ^^_
parents of present or former Students?
lessly for limitation of a ^ ^ m e n t ^>^^^^
(8) W h a t program has been considered
ternational agreement, touring
^^.^
or made to seek aid from the town and
and speaking eloquently to f"''"'^ for
community?
cause. W h a t he had always ^"'^ „„.
(9) A former college president has been
toward these and other great ends, ^^ ^^
added to t h e staflf to aid in promotion.
t'nued in his years at K""'"^' _,.,yljrly
W h a t recommendations has he made ? W h a l
better
has he so far done ?
a new generation, could make a hanJ(10) W h a t consideration has Veen given
world—and he never ceased to len
22a'

Truth And Freedom

Solution Demanded

Estes Thanks Students

Holt Tribute Paid
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Laura** Simply

Student Council
t Continued from page 1)

Has To Be Seen

Hall. It was suggested that the
Beanery milk t e kept in ice, because so much is spoiled. Les Boyd
pointed out the Sandspur Survey
only had 280 answers to a poll and
through incorrect percentages misrepresented the facts.
Ed Cushing read a letter from
Dick Vreeland commenting upon
the conduct of last week's meeting and the personal comments
f r o m the President.
President
Cushing also informed the Council that Dick Vreeland had lesigned from the Student-Faculty Rating Committee, asking the other
members of the committee to complete the work.

L V I H . V . flirec-:i<-t m u r d e r
r j drsinia. by V e r a C a s p a r
•orsre Siilar, a t t l i e F r e d S t
l e a t r e . M a y 1-7,, ITOl.
C a s t in O r d e r of A p p e a r
Marli MePlierson
R a n n y ^Vallie
D a n n y Ilorttan
Antlionv Perkin.s
IValdo I.ydeelier.
n i l l 11,-(;:m
Slielby Carpenter
DIeli Colabella
B e s s i e Clary
K i t .lohnsoii
]»Ir.s. D o r e a n
iVatalie Merritt
A Girl
Cyntliia Crawford
Otsoil
J e r o m e Clark
n i r e e t e d by Bill MeGan-; p r o duced by Phi B e t a F r a t e r n i t y ; A s sistant
l>ireetor,
.Teronie
Clark;
Decor b?- Marshall -Wood^yard.

By DALLAS

WILLIAMS

There are mysteries and mysteries. Some of them can be described—some simply have to be
seen. "Laura," the current bloodchiller at the Fred Stone Theater
belongs to the latter class. Don't
miss it.
From its startling first scene
to the terrifying climax, " L a u r a "
held her opening night audience
on the proverbial rims of thoiv
roots, and I can think of three
reasons why she will continue to
do this throughout her run.
These three do not include the
obvious facts — that " L a u r a " is
a good play, an exciting play, a
well written play. They do not
include the fact that the Phi Beta
who are presenting "Laura," have
given her, for the most part, good
support backstage and on.
I insist that the three best reasons are named Cynthia Crawford,
Bill McGaw, and Ranny Walker.
Separately, these three are actors
who know what they're doing, and
together, they do it so well that
superlatives describing them fall
vastly short of the mark.
Tia, as Laura, is as elusively provacative as the title song. Her
acting is warm, and natural to the
point of being no longer acting.
She lives Laura on that stage—
unstudied, liquid-graceful. A vibrant charm, which she manages
to give off in every scene, makes
her a believable temptress, but
simplicity and sweetness are there
too.
And there is just about nothing- she can't do with her voice.
Bill McGaw, who directed the
show, and directed it with the sensitive skill particularly his own,
plays Waldo Lydekker. The fact
that he makes a difficult role
seem effortless is almost as notev.-orthy as his easy restraint and
subtile humor. Showing a fine appreciation of Lydekker's superficial character, he proceeds to mellow him like rare old wine, and
over the clink of cocktail glasses
(which are as much of an accompaniment to this play as the song
itself) Lydekker emerges the most
memorable male in the cast.
This does not imply t h a t Ranny Walker, who plays the detective, does not do his customary
distinguished job. It's merely that
Detective McPherson is less of a
role. Ranny is adept and relaxed
but in control throughout.
He
moves well, thinks and speaks his
character v/ith effective facility,
and his performance is as consistent a.s it is convincing.
Rating applause in the support-

SAN ORLO CLUB
Presents
THOMAS SHOCKLEFORD
and the

ClassiFied
If you're looking for a room to
rent . . . if you've lost something
. . . if you want a ride home you'll
ON A F L A P P E R S HOLIDAY—No we're not picturing some gay blades of mother and dad's era. The get quick results by using the
flappers and guys here are members of fhe chorus oJean Thaggard, Clason Kyle, Barbara Swiff, Eleanor Classified columns of the SandFamily," which opens at the Annie Russell Theat e Wednesday. Pictured left fo right a r e : Norma spur.
Jean Thaggard, Clason Kyle, Barbara Swift, Elenor Parker, Jerry Clarke, Joan Grant, Kit Graham, John
Hayes, Janet Stanaland, and Ann Lewis Turley.
And it's so easy . . . just drop
a note to the Sandspur, Box 505
ing cast is Tony Perkins.
His Independent Show
in one of the creative arts. Last with your ad or dial 4-6621 and
portrayal of the jazz-loving juveyear's show, "Up 'N Atom," made we will see that it is placed under
the proper classification. Do this
nile with ideas about the leading- Opens M a y 9
possible two, $200 scholarships.
right now and your ad will be in
lady is remarkably fine. Dick
The show features 28 musical next week's paper. The rates are:
"One Ham's Family," this year's
Colalella, as "the flower of southern chivalry" has his voice to theatrical show by the Indepen- numbers, some old and some new;
Minimum 3 lines.
thank for his effectiveness. But dent Women opens at the Annie some original and others borSingle insertion—15c per line.
he makes a wonderful louse.
rowed.
The
music
was
arranged
Russell Theatre, Wednesday, and
3 consecutive issues—13e per
by Ed Cushing. Ed and Carolyn line.
Before entering the Fred Stone will run until Saturday.
on either Friday or Saturday
The entire show is completely Simonds will render all tunes on
5 consecutive issues—10c per
nights to view this thing, I would produced, written, directed and two pianos.
line.
advise everyone to fasten hair on acted by Rollins students. ProDance numbers were choreog5 letter words equal one line.
and teeth in very tightly. But go ceeds from the production go toraphed by Norma Jean ThagSingle insertions—25c per line.
see "Laura." It's great.
ward the Independent Women's gard, who will dance a solo in the
3 consecutive issues—23e per
Scholarship Fund. The Scholar- third act. Norma Jean taught the
line.
ship is awarded to an outstandchorus the Charleston and other
5 consecutive issues—20c per
ing student, or students, majoring
dance steps.
THE SANDSPUR
line.
The history of Rollins, from
Makes Good Reading
8 pt. same rate as 2 lines ordiAcademy days in 1897 to the pres- nary type.
for the Family
D'Agostino's
ent day is offered in this three12 pt. same rate as 3 lines ordiSEND A COPY HOME
act review. In many cases it will
VILLA NOVA
be possible to recognize some of nary type.
14 pt. same rate as 4 lines orthe members of the present day
American & Italian Dishes faculty in act two, which occurs dinary type.
CROW'S NEST SCHOOL
prior to Woi'ld War 1.
Famous for Fine Foods
24 pt. same rate as 6 lines orin Paris
Tickets go on sale Wednesday, dinary type.
For a party of 20 or more
s t i idy
n i n e m o n :lis in 1^'ra nee.
both at the theatre and at the
V a ried
academic and 1 o n Reserve our
36 pt. same rate as 9 lines orlie Tlic
and
subjects.
Cultur al
Center.
dinary type.
ial a c t i v i t i e s . G r o u p l l n ited
BURGUNDY ROOM
to
lar

30.
R u n by a n exp
leed
g u a g e t e a c h e r a n d ll
rite.
A d d r e s s : 311 H a r t St.,
X e w B r i t a in. Con
for full d e t a i l s

U.S. Hi-way 17-92
Ph. W.P. 4-2684

ANDY AHIK'S GARAGE
Give Your Car a

SPRING CHECK - UP
Batteries * Tires •'= Tubes * Expert Mechanics
500 HOLT AVENUE

EL R.\NCHO MOTEL
U.S.

(mad drummer)
Star drummer of Pictures
CASABLANCA and others

REAL JAZZ
and
DANCE MUSIC

9:30-2 A.M.

FRANCES SLATER
Has . . .
Beautiful Hand-made
Nylon and Crepe Blouses
in beautiful white
The Perfect Mother's Day Gift
New Postal Building

Winter Park

17-92 — The Million Dollar Highway
"Gitcwav to Orlando"
MAITLAND, FLORIDA

Deluxe accommodations for your family and friends.

MOTHER'S D A Y

CANDY

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Staugler

at
THE BEST

Featuring

JESSIE PRICE

FLOYD WHEELER, Manager

NEW POSTAL BUILDING, WINTER PARK

Let

J E E P S T E R S
6 Piece Colored ALL-STAR
Recording Orchestra

SERVICE SHOE SHOP
p. F. HENDRICK, Owner

FOOD IN

TOWN

is at the

NORTH POLE DRIVE-IN
Largest Sellers of Frozen Custard
in Central Florida
1399 ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

Doc O^Brien^s
NUNNALY'S — HOLLINGSWORTH
Elmer's New Orleans Chocolate
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HAMILTON HOLT:
When Hamilton Holt died last
week, t h e flag a t Rollins was
lowered to half-mast.
This t r i - *!
bute, it is interesting to note, in ^
t h e honor of an educator, author
and promoter of international harmony, was pei-formed by a Mexican boy. Dr. Holt probably would
have liked t h a t .

Holt was awarded honors and ci
tations from
Poland, Sweden
France, Italy, Japan, and Greece'
In 1935 he was awarded the Ro]
lins Decoration of Honor. In 1948
he attended the U. N.'s San Francisco Conference.
Between 1897 and 1932 Dr. Holt
had time to write two books, and
an introduction to President Taft's
book, "The United Stat
and
Peace," in 1914.

The news of his death was received on the morning of April
twenty-sixth.
Classes were immediately stopped for the rest of
t h e day. Members of the cast
of "Much Ado About Nothing,"
which was scheduled to go on t h a t
night received a notice in their
mail boxes. Though classes had
been stopped, it read, the show
would go on. Dr. Holt, t h e notice
went on, w a s a "grand old trouper," and "would have wanted it
t h a t way."

He was awarded the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion at Rollins in 1950, one
year after he had retired his
long hold on the presidential
reins a t Rollins.
Hamilton
Holt retired from Rollins in
1949, to his ancestral home in
Woodstock, Connecticut. The
last time that the faculty and
students of Rollins heard his
voice was in February, 1950,
when he addressed the assembly at the Animated Magazine
via telephone from Connecticut.

Classes were resumed the next
morning, but the discussions consisted mainly of remembrances
and reminiscences of Dr. Holt. An
a r t teacher talked about Dr. Holt
for the entire first period, and
commented on the easy manner in
which Dr. Holt began a sentence |
. . . "Say, now, Hugh . . ." An
English teacher said t h a t he felt
as if one of his family has passed
away.
Prexy Holt was born on
August 19, 1872, in Brooklyn,
New York. The date of his
birth belonged to an era t h a t
had just seen the end of the
Civil War an era t h a t just
preceded t h e 'nineties.' Prexy
was born during the victriolic
presidential
campaign
between Greeley and Grant, one
year before the panic of ' 7 3 ;
two years before Sitting Bull
rose to infamy at the massacre at the battle of the Little Big H o r n ; four years before Colorado became a s t a t e .
He received his A. B. from Yale
in 1894, a g r a d u a t i n g class t h a t
has produced five college presidents. He then went on to Columbia for p. g. work in economics
and sociology.
Between 1897 and 1921, he rose
from m a n a g i n g editor to ownereditor on The Independent, a m a g azine t h a t deal'fe" with up to date
subjects.
In 1921, he gave up
this position and became consulting Editor, a place he held until
1923.
In 1924, he was defeated as the
Democratic candidate for Senator from Connecticut, and in 1925
he accepted the presidency of Rollins College, which a t the time
boasted an overwhelming 240 students.
In fhe June issue, 1949
PATHFINDER, t h e
news
magazine,
described
Dr.
Holt's arrival in Winter P a r k :
"Old timers insist they saw
fhe ancient Greek Philosopher
get off fhe frain at Winfer
P a r k with the new president
and walk on to the campus."
In 1926, Dr. Holt instituted in
every course af Rollins, his
Socratic method . . . which he
called "The Conference Plan."
The success it enjoyed was
fhe eighth educational wonder
of fhe day.
Proxy Holt visited allied l a t t l e fronts in 1918. He went to the
Versailles Conference as t h e head
of the League to Enforce Peace,
and was made liason officer between the American Delegation
and the League. After a tour
of the U. S., promoting the League, he returned to Europe again
and again to attend the 1919,
1920, 1922 and 1927 assemblies of
the League of Nations.
Between

1903

and

1923,

Dr.

Two months later, on April 26
1951, the great man died.
I t can be said true: "Many are
called, but few are chosen." Out
of all men, Pr. Hamilton Holt
was a surely a chosen one.

The Great Are
Human, Too

Dr. Hamilton Holt in a reflective moment a t t h e inauguration of Paul A. W a g n e r as president of Rollins College, Founders Week 1950. (Photo by Tom Royal).

Adventure In Common-Sense
Mark Twain's assertion t h a t in
the United States we have three
precious things — f r e e d o m of
speech, freedom of conscience, and
the prudence never to practice
either of them, is no longer true
of American Colleges, at least one
of them—Rollins.
At the beginning of " P r e x y "
Holt's second year of administration, 1926, he inaugurated the
Conference Plan of teaching and
set the educational world on fire.
Within the first year of operation the fame of his plan spread
and inquiries streamed in from all
over the world.
This departure from the
beaten path of educational
methods, which Dr. Holt liked
to call his " g r e a t adventure
in common-sense education"
was also " P r e x y ' s " educational dream. He wanted a small
college limited fo an enrollment of seven hundred. "A
college is a unitary organism,
a university is a federation,
a miscellany," he once said.
"A student goes through fhe
university, but the college goes
fhrou.gh fhe student."
All true education is self education, thought Dr. Holt, and so
the Conference Plan was put into
operation. The characteristic feature of the Plan is the free exchange of thought between pupil
and teacher. It permits the student and professor to meet, man
to man, under such conditions of
informality and co-operation as
are found prevailing in after life.
W h a t was proposed was t h a t there
be continuous consultation and cooperation between teacher and
taught. Thus the maximum im-

pact of the professor's personality will Le exerted upon the student's mir.d at a time when it is
most needed. The time when the
student most needs the advice,
is preparing his lesson and not
help and supervision is when he
after he has learned it, or failed
to learn it.
Dr. Holt said t h a t the two influences t h a t affect every man and
woman the most are heredity and
environment. "When we consider
the human aspect of environment," he said, "I am still oldfashioned enough to think t h a t it
is the professor, and the professor chiefly, who makes the college g r e a t . " He wanted professors who were 'those r a r e souls
with the genuine gift of teaching,"
and not those who can only get
their names in the scientfic papers, or in Who's Who as an author.
^ "To teach others," he said,
"is to touch their lives with
your loves, your admirations,
your pleasures, your enfhusisasms, and your little wisdom."
In the old
lecture-recitation
system, which " P r e x y " deplored
so much, the professor was a
policeman or a detective and the
student a bluffer. Under the Conference Plan the professor ceases
being merely a quizzer or lecturer, but rather a "guide, philosopher, and friend." "As our faculty expands," he said, "I hope to
invite only those professors to
join our circle who have the nobility of character and gift of
teaching which alone can inspire
youth.
I shall consider t h a t I

bave failed as president of Rollins
College if I cannot find such teachers and bring them here."
" P r e x y ' s " fondest ambition
was to be the first college
president in America to overpay his colleagues. He knew
t h a t his program and dream
would take a lot of money to
be realized but he was not
afraid to aim high. In an address to Baylor University he
s t a t e d : "I am sure more students worth educating will
come to an institution where
they can associate with men
of personality than they will
to one ten times our number,
whose chief attraction
are
conglomerate buildings, athletic supremacy, and multiplicity of courses. So I am
not afraid to aim high."
The Rollins Plan gives complete freedom to the student in
his manner of work, his means of
approach and in his process of
getting results. It not only inspires the student through longer
and more intimate contact with
the professors, but gives them a
zest for learning t h a t will result
in broader scholarship.
Through the plan the burden of
doing his own work independently
and thoroughly is placed entirely
in the student. By this means it
is felt t h a t intiative is being developed and t h a t the student is
confronted with the unexpected
opportunities to think for himself.
In explaining the Conference
Plan, Dr. Holt said, " F a r from
being- a radical movement, the
plan simply goes back to Socrates
and puts t h a t noble Athenian on
an eight-hour day."

There is a mountain of minutia
about the late beloved honorary
president of Rollins College, Dr.
Hamilton Holt, little bits of human interest t h a t people pass on
with a chuckle in the voice and
a twinkle in the eye.
One of his salient characteristics, as Dr. Rhea Marsh Smith has
pointed out, is that "he had a
wonderful sense of humor." At
the informal open house parties
t h a t he held at the presidential
mansion on Interlachen Avenue
students would join him in many
pleasant games, some old, some
new, some of his own devising. I
dropped in one night in the midst
of an amateur demonstration of
hypnosis by a Rollins student.
Halfway through the proceedings. Dr. Holt discovered he was
Hamlet.
Each of the persons
present wore on his back a placard bearing his "identity" for the
evening. By adroit questions and
careful observation of others reactions he was to guess who he
was.
One of "Prexy's" forgiveable
weaknesses was a great love
for parades and colorful and
impressive ceremony. It was
this human side of his personality along with his educational genius (which he
often
denied having) and
statemanship which have endeared him as the great and
human man he was to his
many thousands of admirers.
A few years back Mrs. Angela
Campbell, director of the Casa
Iberia, gave an Epipbany partV
for the "under six" members 0
the Rollins Family. One of W
features was the appearance 0
Three Kings of the Orient, to wi •
Hamilton Holt, Horace Tolleft""college
librarian, and Wilo
Dorsett, professor of theatre art
all fittingly berobed and having
a grand time, too.
These Two Pages Written i
Compiled
By P E T E ROBINSON,
JERRY CLARK,
JON DUNN-RANKI^__
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STATESMAN, E D U C A T O R
Fall Convocation Heard
Student, Faculty Pledges
It must have been early in
Holt's 24-year tenure as Rollins
beloved "Prexy" that he instituted
a Fall Convocation for incoming
students, students newly admitted
to the upper division, and new
members of the faculty.
Mrs.
Marian Wilcox, Cloverleaf's wonderful Mrs. Willie, remembers
that the Convocation was a custom when she came here twenty
years ago.
The idea of the Convocation was to instill into freshmen, juniors, and new facul-

intsrest and that tolerance of
spirit which is the mark of
the true scholar.
"I pledge myself to try to be
a worthy example and a friendly
guide to those, my juniors, who
follow in the Way of Learning,
which I have already trod.
"I pledge myself, as the
beneficiary of all that has
been done by the scientists
artists, philosophers and patriots who have gone before
ma, to endeavor to use whatever knowledge and skill I

"Prexy" Holt instituted fhe only live publication in the world, the
Animated Magazine, published annually at Rollins during Founders
Week, in the first few years of his coming to the college. His idea:
fo bring the thinkers and important people of fhe day to RolUns to
speak their articles rather than write them. Volume 24, February
1951, did not have his jovial smile in person, but via a long distance
telephone call "Prexy" put in his annual appearance.
ty something of the spirit of
may attain, not for myself
Rollins and of education. It
alone, but in fhe service of
made use of a little pomp and
that great society which emceremony for emphasis. And
brace all mankind."
it was impressive as many a
former freshman who experiAs
new professors joined the
enced it can testify.
"I pledge myself to make the faculty. Holt had them repeat in
Quest for Truth the supreme pur- the Convocation ceremony the
pose of my life at Rollins Col- Faculty Installation Oath.
lege," the Student Matriculation
"I pledge myself to seek
Oath begins.
truth wherever truth is found,
"I pledge myself to strive
fo follow truth wherever truth
for self-knowledge, self- remay lead, to teach truth and
verence and self-control.
nothing but the truth.
"I pledge myself to seek the
"I pledge myself to achieve and
guidance of my instructors and hold the mastery of my chosen
to honor the friendship of my a r t or science, breaking paths
fellow students.
bravely where I may, following
"I pledge myself to use
humlly where I must.
wisely the new gift of free"I pledge myself to be a
dom which Rollins has grantgood comrade fo my colleaed me, so that I may not misgues, fo do my part cheerfultake liberty for license.
ly in all the responsibilities
"I pledge myself to cherish the
of our common endeavor.
high ideals and traditions of my
"I pledge myself to accord my
Alma Mater as a noble heritage,
students
the same courtesy, resto transmit them untarnished to
those who follow me, and both pect and affection that I desire
now and hereafter to honor the of them; to do all I can, by precept and example, to help them
name of Rollins among men."
foster the high idealism of youth.
"I pledge myself to be loyAs students moved from lower
al fo Rollins College and her
division to upper they took the
academic ideals, fo abstain
following Upper Division Pledge:
from all things that may im"I pledge myself to seek dilipair her influence or limit her
gently the mastery of my chosen
usefulness; fo serve, uphold,
field."
honor and exalt her as an in"I pledge myself to strive
dependent Christian College."
to maintain that breadth of

The Paths That
Once Converged
"Prexy" Holt bade farewell to
the Rollins campus in May 1949.
"As I lay down the reins of office as President of Rollins College I am glad to send this message of friendship and affection
to all former students and alumni.
I shall never cease to be grateful
for the support the alumni have
always given me, and I trust that
the paths that have once converged and now diverge may in many
instances converge again.
"When I came to Rollins
twenty-four years ago I was
a green and verdant freshman college president. I was
not an educator, a scholar or
a financier, and I have often
wondered why the Trustees
even considered me. I wonder
still!
"But I had some definite idea.s
based on my experiences as an
undergraduate at Yale and postgraduate at Columbia and a lecturer during my editorial days at
virtually all the important universities and colleges of the land.
T f„„„.i T>„ii;
71
-i,
I found Rolhns a college with a
past m which many heroes and
saints had put all their devotion,
But it was so far down in the
educational hole that the only

„
, ,,,
The Algernon Svdnev Sullivan Medallion, Rollins greatest award "for
^ ^piHt of love "and "helpfulness toward other men and women," was
presented Sunday, April 30, 1950 to Dr. Hamilton Holf. Dean Darrah
snid of him in his sermon that Sunday, "He gave a quarter of a cen*"'"y ^^ service fo Rollins College . . . He could have yielded himself
a fortune, but instead he yielded Rollins a fortune."

way it could go was up, not even
sideways, so perhaps I do not
deserve as much credit as I seem
to be getting for what has happened in the last twenty-four
years.
"I have found Rollins is fhe
world in miniature. I have
witnessed here on the campus
heroism,
self-sacrifice,
perserverence, pathos, humor,
friendliness and a little sin.
It is all very human. But the
poetry of my life has not
been so much in helping Trustees raise money or fhe faculty improve fhe curriculum in
gaining fhe friendships of the
students, which I rejoice fo
say seems fo continue info the
affer-years.
"When I was editor of The In-

dependent I dealt more with measures than with men. On arrival
at the office in the morning our
editorial board would go into con
ference and we would decide
whether to prais
blame the
President of the United States,
what to say about capital versus
labor, race, suicide, modernistic
art and all the other su': jects that
were at the time impinging en the
editorial mind. And when I went
home in the indecently crowded
subway after the day's work was
over my social relations were personal. I sought the society of
those I liked and avoided the
others. When I came to Rollins I
had serious doubt whether I could
ride simultaneously the six wild
horses that often pulled in differ-

ent directions, namely the trustees, faculty, students, staff, alumni and public. But all these groups
seem to have been tolerant of my
shortcomings, and I feel that now
. , _ , _ , .
,
,
•
that my hour is over I am leaving
t^e College with the goodwill of
"lo^t and the friendship of many.
" is a heartwarming experience
^"'^ ™akes me feel a bit humble.
"My educational philosophy
is simple. The two things that
have or may have the greatest
influence on man are two disciplines, one that comes from
within and the other from
without. The internal discipline is how fo cultivate the
courage, determination
and
willpower fo follow one's conscience and fhe ideas and
ideals based on philosophy
and religion which are ever
broadening
and
deepening
with experience. The external
discipline comes from the association with better and noblier personalities than ourselves, whether through the
written or spoken word.
"I know that the Rollins of tomorrow will be as different from
the Rollins of today as the Rollins of today differs from the Rollins of yesterday. This is as it
should be. I do not therefore especially worry whether in the future we shall have a 1-hour, 2-hour
or 3-hour conference plan, whether
we abolish languages as we seem
to have ancient languages or whether we change the course in salesmanship into a course of salesi-esistance. Time will take care
of all these problems. But the inlimate and friendly association of
teacher and taught in the way
•Jesus and Socrates inspired their
disciples is an ideal that should
never be forsaken in any college
that claims to be an educational
institution.

'
^
1
^IMI

"Collecting, I fear, is som,sthing of a selfish( vaiM-ulorinus, exhibitionisf, and egocentric pursuit
Mrs Holt and I had many a debate as
fo whether or not we should keep these stones tor ourselves (at the
ancestral home in Woodstock, Conn., where the collection originated)
or donate fhem fo Rollins College." Generosity prevailed and Rollins
gained a unique and probably unrivalled asset, a Walk of Fame, a Path
of Many Memories, one of the many touches of color that Dr. Holt
brought fo Rollins in his unforgettable and memorable 24 years as its
president.

"Horace Greeley once said t h a t
college graduates are 'horned cattle.' But I say that college graduates are or should be any coligo-e's greatest assets far greater
^^^^ buildings, endowments or
.
j, i
^
-j 4.
eminence of trustees, president
and faculty, for the alumni are
j^g colege's product and by them
, .^ji
-^ product and by them
*=
*^
•'
judged.
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Key Society Holds
Final Initiation
News flash! Phillis McRae, Pi
Phi,
and
Chuck
Johnson
were m a r r i e d in G e o r g i,a
F r i d a y night. After announcing
their elopement to her parents,
t h e y returned for a brief visit at
Rollins and are now honeymooning. We hope you will be very
happy.
Absentees
Gainesville claimed quite a few
of our coeds this weekend. Among
those seen enjoying Spring Frolics
were Maryan Rising, Cay Youngs,
Betts Bayless, Helen Ruetty, and
t h e Nancy's, Billings and Huff.
These girls were all kind enough
to help relieve the deplorable lack
of females from which Florida U.
men reputedly suffer, but P a r t y
Line r a t h e r wonders a t Alex Gregory's g e t t i n g in on the good
times which were "had by all."
One very tragic situation reported to this column, was t h a t of
B e t t y Saleeba whose favorite beau
spent the weekend wrestling with
measles instead of tackling the
Charleston a t Florida.

Hoelz a t Duke University for the
"Shoe and Slipper Ball." At Davidson were Lynn White and Nancie
Cooper for another Spring Frolic.
Rollins' athletes, Eisie Shaw and
Betty Rowland are playing- golf
in Charlotte, N. C ; Phyllis Brettel
receives our heartiest congratulations for placing fourth in jumping- a t the Dixie Ski Tournament.
Jo Ann Raulerson is leaving
school to attend her grandfather
who is ill. Here's hoping for a
speedy recovery! Two other students are leaving for much happier reasons; they are Dave Estes
and Merle Hodges, both of whom
will soon be hearing wedding bells.
Absent for a short while is Mrs.
Enright, Kappa house
mother,
while she is recovering from an
appendectomy. We're all happy to
see Dr. France back again, teaching must agree with him 'cause he
looks l e t t e r every day!
Information Please

The final initiation of the Key
Society was held Wednesday a t
5:30 in the Frances Chapel.
The new initiates are seniors
Mariel Riddle, Maud Trismen and
Dallas Williams and juniors Elizabeth Williams and Robert Neuhaus. Walter Roose, who missed
the last initiation, was also formally initiated a t this time
To be selcted for membership,!
a student must maintain an A
average for two consecutive years.

K. A. flagpole a few weeks ago?
J u s t what does Bobbie Davis do
with 22 pair of shoes? Most of
us have trouble finding places to
keep six pair.
Why are Punchy Polak and
Carolyn (C. A.) Alfred so suspicious of psychology expeditions?
Could a ring on the third finger
of the left hand be responsible for
the glow on Mimi Rohn's shiningface.
Engaged
Mimi Rohn, Alpha Phi, to Ed
Granberry, K. A. Alum.
Why is 500 CHASE now called
Initiated
"Appomatox Court House."
Ellen Trevor, Chi Omega.
What's this about H. B. RobPinned
This past weekend saw Nancy erts turning steeplejack on the
Barbara Fiedelson, Independent,
to Robert Smith, Sigma Chi.
Officers
BREAK YOUR G L A S S E S ?
Kappa Alpha Theta: President,
RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS
Bohbie Davis Vice President, Marianne Kuhn; corresponding secPrescriptions Filled
Glasses Duplicated
retary, Mary Ann H o b a r t ; Re146 PARK AVE., S.
P H O N E 4-2821
cording Secretary, Kay McDonnell; and Treasurer, Sara Whitten.
Delta
Chi:
President,
Paul
SUNNILAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Gallo; Vice President, Tim Lofton;
Secretary, Bud Morrison; Treasurer, Em Hunter.
(No Service Charge)
Independent
Men:
President,
Joe A u g e r i ; Vice President Don
AIR, BUS AND STEAMSHIP
Kurz;
Treasurer,
Luis
Gonzales;
TICKETS, TOURS AND CRUISES
Secretary, Seymour I s r a e l ; and
Corresponding Secretary, Ed SiOrmond A. McAbee
leo.
30 E . Pine St.
Phone 5301
"Your Travel A g e n t "

LANIER TRAVEL SERVICE

You'll Have More
Fun This Term

Special Privilege Groups Present
Threat To College Living
The Panhellenic Workshop Se- a whole.
ries under the leadership of Dean
After dining with Dean Cleve
Marvin V. Brady, Dean of Wo- land and sorority presidents i„
men of the Univeisity of Florida, the College Commons, Dean Bradv
was held last Friday at the Annie
met the presidents, Panv-fcii •'
Russell Theatre.
delegates, and rush chairn'ien'T
Speaking to a mixed sorority- the Woolson Hous^. .,,,„„
Many
independent group. Dean Brady I gestions were offered
.. ,
'" the di^.
noted the responsibilities of an
cussion to be considered in „i
organization to the institution and
ning 1951 rushing at 1^0114'"'
in conclusion stated:
Miss Brady was honored at'
"Too often sororities tend to tea given later that evening i^
become special privilege groups. the Alumn. House. Faculty a„!
Remember, our first responsibili- sorority presidents were invite
t y is to the college and not to the
Saturday, pledge trainers, schol
sorority."
arship chairmen, standards chair'
Covering the overall college or- men, and presidents met wi^
ganization picture, the
D e a n Dean Brady in the Alumni House
stressed the threat of over-intensified competetion of social groups
to the welfare of Panhellenic as
Orlando's Yarn Center

Six New Libras

The

The Order of Libra tapped six
new members Monday night, April
30.
Edie Schultz, Doris Cam.pbell,
Hester Davis, Dianne
Vigeant,
Jeannie Weiselogel and Helen Demetrelis were led by the traditional candle light procession to become the new members in this
honor society for upper division
women.
Qualifications for Libra
are
high scholarship, wide participation in extra-curricular activities,
and a well balanced life.
Marnee Norris is president of
Libra. Other members are Ellie
Hummel, Ann Lewis Turley, Dallas Williams, Shirley Christensen, Carolyn Alfred, Norma J e a n
Thaggard, J a n e Hood and Jeannine Romer.

KNiniNG NOOK
• Linen Yarns and
Cotton Metallics
• Rayon Straws
for your spring and
summer HANDIWORK
• Exclusive Designs
• Free Instructions
382 N. Orange Ave.
PHONE 9667

The Maitland Inn
Dance to the Music
of

An Adventure in Good Eating . . .

FREDDIE'S STEAK HOUSE

THE THREE COCONUTS

Serving the World's Finest Steaks

excellent food served till midnight

Offering also a Complete Menu including a wide selection
of tempting Ocean Fresh Seafood
COCKTAIL LOUNGE and DINING ROOM

Highway 17-92

Open Till 2 A.M.
SERVING EVERY DAY
F e a t u r i n g Relaxing Dinner Music
throughout the entire evening.
4 Miles North of Winter P a r k — Hi-Way 17-92

For Reservations, Please Phone 27-2781

at the Underpass

YOU ARE A
GOOD DANCER
Wh?t an A r t h u r Murray expert
can do to make yoa a grand
dancer will amaze you . . . and
in such a short time.
Don't
wait, get in on the fun this term.

MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS

Come in or phone 7402

ARTHUR

BONNIE

JEAN

MURRAY
P I N E ST. corner MAIN
Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

•^ Colored Sleeveless Blouses $3.95
*

Check and Plaid Shorts $3.95

•^ Two-Piece Sleeveless Dresses $8.95
* Skirts with Patch-Work Pockets $5.95
Blouse to Match $4.95
•^ New Shipment of Cotton
Catalina Bathing Suits

Remember Mother
Gift Suggestions
• The New Waltham
Nylon Crepe Hose

Costume Jewelry $1.00 to $75.00
Smart Handbags $3.00 to $60.00
China, Glassware, and Decorative Accessories
for the home
We wrap and mail your gifts

Cool! Asborbent! Nylon!

• Lingerie—
Nylon, Batiste, and
Rayon
• Herb Farm
Perfumes

The new "MISS SWANK"

THE CYRI-LEE

Cotton and Nylon Slips

111 E. W E L B O U R N E AVE.

"The Small Store with the large Selection
208 S. Park Avenue
Phone 3-2981
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Notes For DraFtables O n

Marines Call For

How To StayOut O f Khaki
Hey fellows, about to be drafted? Well, here're some pointers.
According to "U. S. News and Report;" "If you're smart enough
to stay in college, you're smart enough to stay out of the Army."
Those students now enrolled in an accredited institution are deferrable, at least for the remainder of their present school year.
The
about-to-be-drafted
student must:
(1) be rated by his professors Rollins Students
in the upper half of his class, if
a freshman; if a sophomore, the In Joint Program
upper two thirds; if a junior, the
Natalie Miller and Mack Israel
upper three fourths or:
will give a recital at the Winter
(2) get a 70 on a test that will Park Woman's Club, Sunday.
Natalie, from Trenton, N. J., is
be circulated by the Selective Sera junior and a violin major. She
vice System.
Now, don't think the test is a is studying with Alphonse Carlo.
snap.
Officials say t h a t more She has played with the Rollins
String Quartet and the Bach Festhan half of the high school setival.
niors in the country would fail
Her program will include Sonathe exam.
ta in D Major by Nardini and the
Once a student is enrolled in concerto in G Minor by Bruch. She
a school, he can't be drafted until will be accompanied by Mrs. Kathe school year ends or he is kick- therine Carlo.
ed out.
Mack, from Buffalo, S. C , is
However, the test score, if the a sophomore and a piano major.
student makes a grade of 70 or bet- He is studying with Dr. Helen
ter, provides him with immunity Moore.
throughout his college career.
His program will include BeethOnce that score is made, study oven Sonata in E flat major, opus
records can slide to a certain de- 7, Chopin E. major Nocturne, and
gree. But if the student is kick- Wendell Kuney, Mountain Tune.
ed out of school, he is liable to
become cannon fodder.
Here are some pointers:
R Club To Picnic
Freshman: Take the test, and if
The R Club will hold its picnic
you get a 70 or better you'll stay Tuesday a t 6 p. m., at Starbuck
out of khaki for a while; and pity Springs.
those who don't hit the mark.
The main event will be the iniSophomore:
Officials
advise tiation of prospective letter men.
t h a t you take the test. A low
Lyle Chambers, president, anscore won't make you eligible for nounced t h a t the party will be
khaki, if you are within the upper stag.
two thirds of your class; a high
score will keep you out if you are
low in your class.
Two Students W r i t e
Junior: Don't worry bud. You
won't he drafted if you are rank- For Alumni Record
ed within the upper three quarDerek and Jon Dun-Rankin of
ters of your class. A 70 on the
the classes of 1952 and '54 restest, however, will qualify you
pectively are the authors of the
for dcferrment, if you're doubtful
Around the Horseshoe column in
about your scholastic standing.
the Rollins Alumni Record for
Advance ROTC students don't
April, 1951.
have a worry in the world.
The column covers the students'
Seniors: Those planning to go
view of Rollins events since the
into graduate work must rank in
last Horseshoe column in January
the upper half of their class, or
written by Scotty Witherell, '51.
get a 75 on the aptitude test.
It is the custom of the Alumni
General Lewis Hershey, Selec- Record to have undergraduate
tive Service Director says: "We students pen the column tc prewere postponing everybody who sent the student view of what's
could get into school before we going on at Rollins to the thoucaught him; yet, every summer, sands of former Rollinsites who
nobody knew what would happen receive the magazine.
when school started again. I think
The Record is published by the
myself t h a t the plan is extralibAlumni Council, Aurora McKay,
eral; but it is flexible. We can
executive secretary of the Rollins
make the score 90, or take three
Alumni Association, is editor.
fourth instead of half of the
freshmen, any time the Army
needs men."

Navy Wants Girls

Want A Job?
Mr. Thomas Lawton, of the
Florida State Employment Service will be at the Alumni House
next Thursday and Friday from
4:30 to 5:45 p.m., for senior job
placement.
Mr. Lawton will interview anyone interested in registering for
a job with the state employment
bureau in Orlando. No appointment is necessary.

Wave Lieutenant Fraes will
be in the Student Center Thursday from 4:30 p. m., to 5:30
p.m. to speak to all undergraduate girls interested in information on the Naval Reserve Officers Corps Program.
Seniors wishing direct commissions in the Naval Reserve can
obtain information at that time.

For

SERVICE

MEXICO THIS SUMMER

SINGLETON'S
GULF SERVICE
STATION

STIRLING DICKINSON,
Instituto Allende, San Miguel
Allende, Gfo., Mexico

Officer Material
An opportunity to gain Marine
Corps Reserve Officer commissions is available to college graduates, and undergraduates who
wish to remain in college, who act
promptly, according to Capt. M.
E. McNiel, Marine Corps Procurement Officer.
Captain McNiel will be at Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, on May 11-16, for the purpose
of enrolling applicants in two Marine officer training programs.
Undergraduates d e s i r i n g to
work toward a Marine Reserve
commission while remaining in
college may do so by enrolling in
the Platoon Leaders Class and
training in the summer.
Seniors and graduates may enroll in the ten-week Officer Candidate Course being held this summer.
The captain urged interested
persons to contact him at the college during above dates and emphasized that they would increase
their prospects of being selected
before the deadline if they would
bring the following items with
them at the time they apply: 1.
Three letters of recommendations;
2. A photostatic copy of birth certificate under seal of office of
issue; 3. Evidence of Honorable
Discharge from last armed service duty (if a veteran); 4. Two
photographs, passport size 2 % "
X 2 % " unretouched, I profile and
1 full face; 5. A letter from the
college now attending certifying
regular enrollment and scholartic standing in class; 6. Proof of
graduation if a graduate.

GII nsurance

Veterans whose first period of
service in the Armed Forces began
after September 2, 1945 will lose
all rights to any further GI insuance of they let their present
term policies expire.
Veterans Administration, said
these veterans must renew for
another five-year term or convert
to one or more of the six available permanent plans of NSLI, before their term policies expire if
they wish to retain National Service Life Insurance
thereafter
under the present law.
This requirement is contained
in the NSLI Act of 1940, as
amended, which stipulates that
after discharge, only those who
had active service between October
8, 1940 and September 2, 1945
may be granted new insurance.
This means, VA said, that if
a veteran's first period of service
began after September 2, 1945
and he permits his term policy to
expire without renewing or converting, he cannot apply for new
insurance unless he re-enters active service.

lerm Expiires

out term NSLI while in service.
If they took out their term policies before January 1, 1946 they
have eight years from the date of
issue to renew or convert before
the expiration of their policies.
If they took out their term NSLI
policies on or after January 1,
1946, they have only five years
from the date of issue to renew
or convert before expiration.

There is still a third group affected by another date. This group
includes those who took out NSLI
term policies on or after January
1, 1948. These policies, under the
present law, may not be renewed
at their expiration, but they may
be converted at any time prior to
their expiration.
Mr. H. F. Dickensheets, Manager, Pass-a-Grille Regional Office, warns all veterans that there
is no grace period at the expiration of term policies and that
the new premium on renewed
policy must be received by the VetTerm NSLI policies issued be- erans Administration prior to the
fore January 1, 1946 expire eight expiration of current policy.
years from the date of issue. Term
NSLI policies issued on or after
January 1, 1946 expire five years
from the date of issue.
These expiration periods are
significant for veterans whose
first period of service began after
September 2, 1945 and who took

ELY
INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance
Phone 3-8441

108 Park Ave. W i n t e r P a r k
HONORS WORK
Students who feel they are
qualified to do honors work and
have not been notified, please
notify the Registrar's office
immediately.

marknlam's

Telephone
Orlando 3-0331

LAKE SHORE
Motor Court

11

The Perfect Place
for your
Graduation Party

Luncheon 12:00 - 2:00
Dinner 6:00 - 8:30

HIBISCUS ROOM EOLA PLAZA
ORLANDO

Orlando Ave.
on Lake Killarney
Excellent

Accommodations

for Family or Friends

DANCING — MUSIC
BEVERAGES

0
0

PARK AVENUE B A R 8
WINTER" LAND
THE

"ROBBIES"

y

0
114 PARK AVE., N.

WINTER PARK

CAMPUS CLEANERS
2-Day Service
BERLOU MOTH PROOFING
Pick up on Mon. and Wed.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
Lelong, Yardley, Germaine Montiel, Tussey, Lentheric

The two-dollar bill is considered
bad luck — possibly because you
might pass it for a one.

For an amazingly inexpensive
and enjoyable summer vacation
with courses in arts, crafts and
Spanish in Mexico's most beautiful colonial town, plus colorful weekend field trips, write
for illutrated prospectus J t o :

SEVEN

SANDSPUR

TOM & JERRY'S

102 N. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK
DIAL 4-3701

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

it's

J. CALVIN MAY
DANCE WITH ALBIE
SHUFFLEBOARD
117 N. Orlando Avenue

100 W. Fairbanks Ave.

WINTER PARK

1 Block from School

17-92

Authorized Dealer
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS
Also see our complete line of
Matched Yellow and White Gold
WEDDING RING SETS
352 Park Avenue, S.
3-4481
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

S
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Hurricanes Tumble Tars

SANDSPUR

X Club Tops
Rankers In
Intramurals

The Miami Hurricanes gave the
Rollins baseball squad the final
blow a s f a r a s their fourth concesutive state championship was
concerned when they tripped the
T a r s to a 5 to 2 decision at Harper-Shepherd Field April 28.
Miami took a one run lead in

the first inning and remained
ahead with O'Boyle and Rubin
only allowing six singles and leaving eleven Tarmen on base.
Don Work, Rollins' most capable pitcher, was able to pitch
only five innings before he left
The X Club has stepped out in
the mound due to an injured back. front with 1,375 points to lead the
men's intramural race. With 1,150
PITCHING RECORDS
points the Independent men arc
G W L
IP
H
BB SO R
ER ERA
in
second place and the Sigma
Sturtevant
9 7.17
0 11%
W^ork
Nus are third with 1,105 marks.
10 3.46
26
Menendez
15 3.68
36%
23 20
These figures include all sports
Baldwin
17 5.60
27 U
15 22
except swimming, softball and
Leader
8 5.54
13
2 10
varsity points for baseball, crew,
Fisher
17%
9 4.58
10 14
Ross
tennis and golf.
2%
2 7.83
Delta Chi outfit is in fourth
The following statistics are through the Florida Southern game position with 705 points. Kappa
played on Harper Shepherd field, April 21.
Alpha, 745, gains fifth seat while
AB
R
PCT Lambda Chi is sixth with 700 and
RBI
Sturtevant
5
0
.400 Alpha Phi lags with 580.
1
.370
Chambers
54
11
18
Softball
.357
Work
14
2
.302
Doran
53
12
5
Thursday the Sigma Nus de.292 feated the Alpha Phis by a wide
Tate
65
13
10
.259
Natolis
54
14
.250 margin, followed on Wednesday
Menendez
12
1
.250 by the 11 to 6 victory of the X
Baldwin
4
0
0
.244 Club over the Indies.
Hull
41
5
11
.226
D. Williams
31
6
2
Swicegood pitched the winning
.200
Fisher
5
1
0
.194 game for the X Club, after pulling
E. Williams
36
4
5
.148 away from the Indies 6 to 2 lead,
Pate
27
7
1
.138 in the fourth inning.
Chubb
29
3
a
.118
Helms
34
2
6
The next week Thursday games
.077
Barker
26
1
1
.000 were cancelled, due to bad weaLeader
5
0
0
.000
ther.
Ross
1
1
0
Team B a t t i n g : .240

NETTERS END '51 SEASON
WITH 7-2 WIN RECORD

b

Outfield
Natolis
Chambers
Helms
Tate
Infield
I B Helms
IB Hull
2B P a t e
SS-3B-2-B D. Williams
"B Doran
SS-2B Chambers
SS E. Williams
Catcher
Chubb
Barker
Pitcher
Baldwin
Fisher
Sturtevant
Leader
Ross
Menendez
Work

PO
33
9
18
17
PO
22
113
22
12
26
33
10
PO
55
28
PO
4
1
0
0
0
2
0

A
2
3
0
0
A
0
3
24
33
30
15
22
A
10
4
A
8
6
7
5
1
8
11

DP
1
0
0
0
DP
1
10
5
4
5
5
2
DP
0
1
DP
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Pet.
1.000
1.000
.947
.895
Pet.
1.000
.943
.939
.865
.849
.814
.781
Pet.
.985
.970
Pet.
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.909
.846

WINTER PARK DRIVE-IN
TODAY thru MONDAY
First Outdoor Showing

"ROYAL

WEDDING"

FRED ASTAIRE — JANE POWELL

TUESDAY thru WEDNESDAY
First Outdoor Showing

"UNDERCOVER GIRL"
Box Oif ice Closes 10:30

COLONY

PRAIRIE LAKE
DRIVE IN
TODAY ONLY
DORIS DAY
GORDON McRAE

"TEA FOR TWO"
Color by Technicolor

(

THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
DOORS OPEN 12:45

SUNDAY and MONDAY
JOAN CRAWFORD
W E N D E L L COREY

"HARRIET
CRAIG"
TUESDAY - THURSDAY
DENNIS PRICE
PATRICIA DAINTON

F I R S T OUTDOOR S H O W I N G !
Regular Admission Prices

"THE DANCING
YEARS"

INGRID BERGMAN
JOSE FERRAR

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

SATURDAY - TUESDAY

"JOAN OF ARC"
Color by Technicolor
BOX O F F I C E CLOSES 10:30

|||l!l!l!lllilllll!l!l!!!l!lllll!llll!illlllll

Color by Technicolor
Betfv GRABLE - Dan DAILY

"CALL ME
MISTER"
Color by Technicolor

FRIDAY^MAY4^19.^

The sports' world was rather
quiet this last week, taking a
breather before the final plunge
of the season, no doubt. The volleyball race winds up next week
with the Kappas practically asBY L.L.
sured of first place. The Indepen1 dents seem likely to hold onto
No other school was known for second place with the Alpha Phis
so many terrific all-around ath- destined for third place.
letes as Rollins. Collegiate life
The Thetas fielded a vastly imwas ideal here. There were games proved team in their game against
for every student—football, bas- the Kappas. Although the final
ketball, crew, swimming, baseball, score was lopsided, the first half
tennis, golf, fencing, and sailing. was plenty close with the Thetas
J u s t glance back over all the revealing a clicking team play
<rreat athletes t h a t attended Rol- t h a t was able to hold the champs
lins is best known for outstand- to a mere six-point lead at the
Too b a d
they
ing players such as Eddie Alio, intermission.
Jack Kramer, Pauline Betz, Ed- couldn't have gotten together t h a t
die Amark, Dorothy Bundy, and way a t the first of the season. One
more good team would certainly
Shirley F r y .
Along with the excellent tennis have made the volleyball picture
representation we t u r n to those much brighter.
who were interested in the golf
The time is just about on us
links. Golfers such as F r a n k (Mus- when the new members of "R"
cles)
Stranahan, Peggy
Kirk, Club will be chosen. For those who
and Georgia Tainter were the are in the dark, you must have a
mainstays and gave Rollins its total of three varsity sports to be
biggest life in the golf world.
eligible for membership. Must be
Remember Zack Taylor, mana- a combination of team and indiger of the St. Louis Browns? He vidual sports, also. Varsity basand Ed Levy, who played first ketball for four years, for exbase for Kansas City and had a ample, isn't enou.gh unless you
trial with the New York Yankees have an individual sport to go
along with it.
were also Rollins alumnae.
The varsity basketball team is
While the school put emphasis
on sports, the spotlight seemed to t h e only varsity t h a t has been
announced so far. The high point
keep focus on tennis and golf.
Dr. Holt maintained there is a winners in the other i n t r a m u r a l
certain culture in sports, just as sports a r e elected to the varsities
there is in music, painting, sculp- in those sports, however, even
turing and literature. For years though they don't compete against
Dr. Holt built Rollins to be known outside competition.
as a collegiate paradise, the "uniThe week-end of May 12 termiversity of sports."
nates this year's intramural program.
The archery
tournament
Since Dr. Holt left us, just one
year ago, intercollegiate football will be run off t h a t Friday and
has been disbanded and now it Saturday, and all day Sunday will
has been announced t h a t all in- be taken up with the swimmingtercolegiate sports must ( ? ) be meet, semi-finals in the morning
and finals in the afternoon. In the
out from the college program.
W h a t a change! ! A small co- point race, the Independents and
educational
college must
have the Kappas appear to be heading
more than the unique methods of for a photo finish t h a t could go
curricular study. People can talk either way if something unexpectall they want to about the con- ed develops for either side.
ference plan, etc., but t h a t alone
Although Rollins' girls can't
will not be a drawing factor for major in physical education, seventering students.
eral are able to make theii athAlums and students have prov- letic ability pay off. J o Dunn and
ed that we aren't too hep on the Bobbie Doerr have lush jobs for
proposal to develop "generalists" this summer as counsellors in a
instead of "specialists." If is our swank Wisconsin camp, and many
opinion t h a t the all-around, well- of the tennis players are able to
rounded men and women are pro- get similar jobs. And then there
duced on the golf course, tennis are the golfers who tour all sumcourts, in the shells, or on the mer. Must be nice, but why should
swimming docks and on the foot- I complain ? The tennis circuit
ball field and baseball diamond. isn't such a hard life, either.
Most of us will agree t h a t these
Afraid that's all for this week.
are just as important a s any J u s t a p a r t i n g tidbit—the swimclassroom.
mer, who knows where she's going

Limelight

In closing the 1951 net season
the Rollins tennis squad took an
easy win from Florida Southern,
9-0, April 28 on the home courts!
Rollins
showed
superiority
throughout all matches.
This last victory gave the netters a 7-2 record for the season.
Rollins lost to the Mianii Hurricanes in both meetings.
Summaries
Tom Molloy def. Allan Hale,
6-0, 6-2; Cal Dickson def. Jim
Sabastian, 6-0, 6-1; Alfredo Millet def. Bryce Thompson, 6-0,
6-0; Jim Wesley def. John Collins^
6-0, 6-0; Alberto Danel def. Stan
Hyde, 6-0, 6-2; Paul Binnei- def.
Dick Beder, 6-1, 6-2.
In doubles Molloy-Wesley def.
Hale-Thompson, 6-0, 6-1; DicksonDanel def. Beder-Sabastian, 6-1,
6-0; Binner-Morrison def. Vevblank-Adams, 6-0, 6-0.

Women Readying For
Archery, Swim Meet
Volleyball season is drawing to
a close and the women are getting ready for the Intramural Archery and Swim Meets to be held
May 11, 12, and 13.
The Kappas were playing championship volleyball as they won a
45 to 18 victory over the Pi Phis,
April 23. The Alpha Phis beat
the Gamma Phis 47 to 22, April
25, followed by another Kappa
victory—this time over the Thetas, 49 to 20.

Did Ya Know ..
The Unsung Heroes
On every athletic team in the
country are those unsung heroes
who give their time and efforts to
the development of the team with
little or no reward. This week 1
would like to dedicate my column
to those Rollins Athletes who
worked long and hard on the field
without ever achieving public recognition.
Everybody knows the starting
eleven on the gridiron, the nine
on the diamond and the five on
the court. The men who deserve
much praise are those who labor
and strain but never attain fameWe have these men on every
athletic f i e l d - t h e y fill the bench
along the sidelines. Maybe you
never thought about how mcn^
these men contribute to our "athletic teams. No sports team wluW
ever exist without the substitutes
who spend long hours on * e ?>•»''
tice field but never get the chance
to share in the glory of the ^
game on Saturday.
^^
Our sincerest thanks go
these men, the 2nd, 3rd and ^^^_
stringers who make our fme
letic t e a m s j ) 0 s s i b l e ^ _ _ _ _ s = =
and wants to get there m^^^^^
fastest
possible way,
j
crosses the final line away ^^^
of the gal who just likes i
the air in the interest oJ
thing called "form."

